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Rael has a diverse work history, which 
makes him perfect to advise businesses 
on growing and achieving excellence as he 
has experienced the rollercoaster himself.

From being 6000ft underground, to starting 
an education business (that grew to 
have 4000+ students), to spending years 
working in venture capital, Rael has seen it 
all. He’s listed companies on international 
stock exchanges, and his financial services 
group has settled in excess of $3bn in loans 
over the course of 17 years.

Rael Bricker holds two Masters degrees, an MBA 
and an MSc (Engineering). He is currently a Fellow 
of the MFAA (Mortgage and Finance Association 
of Australia), and a Professional Member of PSA 
(Professional Speakers Australia).

Video Channel:
raelbricker.com/rael-bricker-videos

Blog:
raelbricker.com/blog
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WHO IS RAEL BRICKER?

These and many 
more ideas are 

covered in Rael’s 
book Dive In, 

available now here.



RAEL BRICKER

“I have heard Rael present at professional 
meetings, seminars, workshops and conferences 
over 100 times. He’s a regular presenter and 
greatly sought. Rael engages with the audience 
and has the rare ability to break complex financial 
issues into the layman’s language. It’s fascinating 
to see the audience respond to him and enjoy his 
presentations. He is never dull. Despite having 
heard him over 100 times I find he rarely repeats 
himself, changing the presentation’s content and 
style to suit the audience. He speaks with great 
passion and a sense of humour so that he never 
loses the audience. His presentations are always 
interesting and informative. The fact that he’s 
always sought after to present at various forums is 
a testament to his skills.

Harpal Ahluwalia - Branch Manager
Property Club

“Rael brought a thoughtful, intelligent and heartfelt 
address to the Vow Financial Conference in Whistler, 
Canada. Rael’s ability to present and weave stories 
that are thought provoking and motivating is artistry 
in motion. Myself and more than 200 guests were 
compelled by Rael’s business and management 
insights, and the message of following your dream 
and staying true to yourself. Rael is a charismatic 
and inspirational person; listening to and meeting 
Rae was truly an uplifting and positive experience - 
his perspective on issues was a breath of fresh air. 
Rael has made a lasting impact on my life, and I’m 
sure the same goes for many others as well.”

Stephen Lambert - Senior Financial Planner
Crown Wealth Group, Newcastle

“You know you have joined a great company if 
in your first month you get to attend a company 
function where Rael Bricker is the speaker. 
Rael has such a nice way of connecting with 
his audiences through relevent content, good 
humour and his great storytelling ability. I was 
very lucky to be near the front of the audience and 
jumped at the opportunity of getting Rael’s book 
Dive In. The book has such great insight into a 
variety of great practical business principles that 
we don’’t always gravitate to first.”

Matthew Hindley - Dariel
Johannesburg

“Rael is a billion-dollar businessman who cares 
about leaders. His strategic sense is staggering. 
As someone who has also built a successful 
educational enterprise, when he speaks - leaders 
act. That is a gift.”

Louise Karch - Award Winning Brand Expert
Melbourne

“I first met Rael at a WA Leaders event where 
he was invited to facilitate an exercise involving 
“The 6 Thinking Hats”. Though this was not the 
first time I had been exposed to this exercise, the 
way Rael delivered the system was unique, and in 
my opinion, led to the most in-depth discussions 
and involvement from a group of strangers. 
Since this exercise I have remained in contact 
with Rael. His council on matters concerning my 
business has been invaluable.”

Lara Dowdall - Director
Delineate Consulting Pty Ltd
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